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Poor collet maintenance is one of the most common

causes of short tool life or breakage. A router bit can only be
as good as the collet that holds it. There are four links in the
chain that make up the collet and the chain is only as strong
as the weakest link. A small amount of time spent to regularly
inspect and clean the collet system will increase productivity
and reduce costs. The four critical collet components are:- - --

1. Internal Collet Surfaces
The most important surface is the
inside of the collet. A brown resin
build up often accumulates on the
inside of the collet, near the end, as
resin migrates through slits in the
collet. If not removed, this resin
build up prevents the collet from
applying equal pressure throughout
the entire grip range of the collet.
This causes pressure points at the
end of the collet which allow the
tool to resonate inside, allowing the
tool to slip in the collet. Slippage
then causes what's better known
as "collet bum"; a condition when
resins are deposited on the shank
of the tool in the form of brown or
black markings. Resin build up can
easily be removed from the collet
interior with a round brass brush.
(See the Woodhaven web site.)
These brushes are nondestructive,
yet.adequately remove.the resins _
that solvents or air guns cannot.
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2. Internal Spindle Taper
The inside taper of the spindle is a critical

surface which also accumulates resin build up
and should be cleaned periodically.

3. External Collet Taper
The outside taper on the collet requires

regular inspection and should be cleaned of all
deposits each time the tool is changed.

4. Collet Nut
You can ruin a brand new collet if the collet nut

is in bad shape. The inside taper of the nut should be
clean and free from burrs which can skew the collet. In
addition, inspect threads for wear and lubricate the nut
with a dry type lubricant for ease of use and longer life.
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Metal Fatigue
Even if there is no damage present, the collet can be

worn out through metal fatigue. Heat is directly transferred
from the tool to the collet. These heating & cooling cycles
remove the tempering of the spring steel, which has a certain
amount of elasticity to grip the tool. As the heat cycle is
repeated this elasticity diminishes. This occurs with greater
frequency on -smaIITOliters--5ecause of the small size of the -
collets and their proximity to the heat from the tool. Over
time, a collet requires increased tightening to maintain the
tool in proper position. As over tightening increases, the
collets are distorted, creating eccentricities in the tool holder.

All of these components are critical and should
be regularly maintained. This means inspection at
each tool change to look for metallic damage such as
bellmouthing or burrs. If damage is visible, the collet
and/or nut should be discarded and replaced.

Collet Replacement
Collets should be replaced every 400-600 operating

hours. The old collets should be thrown away to
avoid re-use. The cost of a new collet is more than
offset by the cost of needlessly broken tools.

Installing Tool In Collet
Proper positioning of the tool in the collet is critical.

The tool should only be gripped on the shank portion.
At no time should any portion of the flute fade out be
inside the collet. Never bottom out the tool in the spindle
and never tighten the collet on any radiused portion of
the shank where the shank meets the cutter body.

-_ .Iools should be inserted.into the collet far enough
to safely hold the tool. When installing the tool, insert it
all the way until it bottoms out (this isn't always possible
due to the depth of some spindles) then pull it back out
approximately l/S". You can pull the tool out further if
necessary, but always keep a minimum of 3/4" to 1" of
the shank (depending on the bit size) in the collet.

Don't tighten
on Flute Fade

3/4" •
Minimum

in collet t



COLLET TYPES
I believe the collet is the single most important component

in a router and it influences my router selections (see my router
picks below) the most. There are four basic types of collets
which vary greatly in quality and holding power.

Long collets with multiple slits are the best choice. Compare
a router bit to a fence post. The further you put the fence post in
the ground, and the better the hole conforms to the post, the better
it holds. With a router bit this means less vibration, run out and
noise, producing better cuts and longer bit life. Threaded collets,
like those used on some Hitachi's and the Triton, are prone to
galling over time and is the reason why I don't recommend them.

Many cheap routers have 114" collets, some of which
are not replaceable. If they are, they're typically only
5/!6 to 3/8" long. Better quality routers have replaceable
112" & 114" collets that are 3/4" to 1-1/4" long.

1. Split Arbor - Worst Collet
This is an extension of the motor arbor that has

been split and threaded. A nut screws over the arbor
and squeezes the arbor/collet as it tightened. This collet
is found on cheap routers. It does not hold the bit very
firmly or concentrically and it is not possible to replace this
collet as it wears. Problems with slippage and vibration
are common. Don't buy a router with this collet.

2. Threaded - Second Worse Collet
This design has threads on the end and a steep

taper. In theory the threads will force the collet to
release so the bit/collet can't stick. However it's not
a very elastic collet so it doesn't hold the bit as well
as other designs. Problems with galling and slippage
are common. Don't buy a router with this collet.
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3. Three Piece Non Self-Releasing - OK Collet
This collet has a steep taper so that as the collet nut is

loosened, it will push itself back out of the collet seat. In prac-
tice they have a tendency to stick, especially if they aren't kept
clean. You normally have to tap on the collet nut to get the col-
let to release. Many cheap routers, and most trim routers, have
114" shank versions of this collet that are typically 5/!6 to 3/8"
long. Problems with sticking are common. Don't buy a 112"
collet router with this collet. It is an OK collet for trim routers
and other routers used for light duty jobs.

4. Three Piece Self-Releasing - Best Collet
These are a little like the 3-piece collet above, but with a

self-releasing feature. Because this collet has such a shallow
taper, it will wedge itself in the collet seat with more force, but
it will not release by itself. These collets are usually attached to
the collet nut with some sort of keeper ring to pull the' collet out
of the seat. The best versions ofthis collet have multiple slits
cut into a polished spring steel body for maximum elasticity and
holding power. This collet holds the bit firmly, evenly and with
more force than other collet styles. It is used on higher quality
routers, plus stationary routers and machine tools used in indus-
try. Buy a router with this collet.
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Router Picks
FIXED BASE ROUTERS

We've shop tested: Bosch 1617/18, DeWalt 616,
Hitachi M12VC, Makita RFI101, Milwaukee 5615 & 5625 and

Porter Cable 690, 892 & 7518
My favorite Fixed Base for medium duty hand or table use: Bosch 1617

My favorite Fixed Base for heavy duty table use: Milwaukee 5625
PLUNGE ROUTERS

We've shop tested: Bosch 1613& 1619,DeWalt 621 & 625,
Fein RTl800, Festool OFIOIO, 1400 & 2000,

Freud FT2000E, Hitachi MV12 & TRI2, Makita 3612C,
Porter Cable 7529 & 7539, Ryobi RE600 and Triton.

My favorite Plunge for hand or table use: DeWalt 625
(But I wish the collet projected further past the base.)
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